
Level 2 Sea Kayaking Course

Successful performance at this level indicates that a candidate has the personal skill level to
paddle single or multi-day journeys in a moderate water environment with winds not exceeding
Beaufort Force 5.

The Level 2 course has the skills and judgement to select appropriate environments for paddlers
with a range of experience.
Suited to paddlers who have begun to learn (but not necessarily mastered) bracing, rescue
techniques, paddling in adverse conditions and are ready to push themselves a bit further.
Boat readiness, paddling in wind, waves, and confused seas, and rock gardens as well as launching
and coming ashore in moderate surf & rough water safety and rescues will be emphasized in this
course. In the meantime, we will enjoy the spectacular and varied shoreline of Crete.
Class size will be limited to 4 in order to maximize personal instruction and safety.

COURSE DETAILS

Cost: 300€ per person.

Booking: To confirm booking send us an email with age, height, weight and If you have any health
issues that I need to know. Details about your experience (the more the better) and If you need
transfer, a Google map link of your hotel location.

Sending us also what kayak you are currently paddling will help choosing something from our fleet
that is close to your boat in order to fill like been home!

We are a Nigel Dennis Expedition Centre thus having plenty of NDK sea kayaks along with various
other companies (Valley, 3kymia, P&H)

Duration: The course take place 3 days, starting around 10 am and finish about 4 pm. 

Location: Depending the weather, usually starting from Ligaria bay heading towards Mades or
Fodele until we find decent waves. Sea state 4 is very common in the area so the chances of not
finding proper rough conditions are very little. If that is the case will try to choose a different
location. We will send you by email the exact meeting spot and time a few days before the course.

Transfer: We provide free transfer only from Heraklion city and or in Amoudara area. You are
welcome to overnight in any other area but you will need to meet us to a specific spot. The exact
meeting point can be seen by following this link.

https://3kymia.gr/en/index.php
https://goo.gl/maps/v95pn38HLbA2

